Dear Scouts and Guides:

I am pleased to inform you that after a meeting held by video conference on April 4th, between the ISGF-AISG World Committee, the Madrid 2020 Conference Organizing Committee, the The World Committee has decided to postpone this event.

This decision has been taken in the light of the current world crisis of the VDOC-19, to ensure the total security of all attendees at the time when the Conference is done.

The conference will take place in 2021, later on when the date will be fixed we will communicate.

Registrations made at this time remain valid and a period of time will be reopened for new registrations, which will be added to those already made. We would like to convey to you that, despite being a setback, as this is a pandemic The postponement will be done with total guarantee, once all the risks that the displacements involve at this time.

We wish you much health and courage to overcome this situation united from a distance.

A hug for everyone

Always Ready to Serve and Well Prepared

Antonio Jesús Lillo Fernández
President of AISG Spain

Helena Thomas Currás
Organizing Committee President Madrid 2021